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Complete Fool's Life Guide as a Military Spouse How to Make Money Online with Digital Currency Bitcoin A family's guide to the army on bitcoin doll logistical maneuvers made it easy for army medical officers' guides to federal terms and acronyms air combat service support guide military advantages, 2012 edition SAS and Elite Army Guide: Unarmed Combat Master ASVAB, 22
edition wagon of goods by land and air Falklands War master officer candidate test soldiers how to test academic writing for soldiers Ultimate Marine Recruitment Training Guidebook Basic Training Is a Class 3 Firearms Dealer Kaplan ASVAB Premier 2016 6 Practice Test Ace with Navy Academy Interview Guide U.S. Government or Military. Our benefits blog from November 20
to 2014, 09:00:28 November 18, 2014, 09:00:34 November 13, 09:00:11 Does my dad transfer me $15,000 of his GI Bill benefits? A three-day pass will be given during normal working weeks such as Tuesday and Thursday 11 November 2014 and 6 November 2014 at 09:00:45. A pass is a personal privilege (not a right) that a commander is entitled to bestow on a soldier. Can't
pass with vacation? You will not be able to receive a four-day pass during the week from Monday to Thursday. The 4-day pass must include 2 non-working days. Cumulative leave is a vacation earned before the actual accrual leave, and under-paid leave is not allowed because it charges annual leave for a soldier's vacation account and recovery leave is part of prescribed care.
DA Form 31 is a vacation request and permissions (vacation form) DA Form 4179R is a vacation control log. Terminal leave is used in the same way as end-of-service (ETS). Soldiers can take 42 days of leave after pregnancy and childbirth. If a soldier voluntarily decides to return to work within 42 days, the doctor must obtain approval. Administrative absences are not billed as
vacations. The maximum number of days you can take for a re-entry vacation is 90 days, if the advance vacation exceeds 30 days. Administrative absences have the authority to attend or participate in the activities of counter-officials for the benefit of the Army Department (DA), and allow soldiers to have immediate family home affairs. Emergency leave is an imposs impossable
vacation for an individual or family emergency that requires the presence of a soldier. The commander of the soldier pays for the emergency airfare IAW Army budget procedure. Emergency leave is approved in the first air digging port (APOD) closest to the emergency location. Install or The commander is the approval permission of PDDY. Soldiers being relocated due to PCS
are approved for 10-day PDDY (IAW AR 600-8-10, Chapter 5, Paragraphs 5-32f). Soldiers are not able to use PDDY with regular vacations. Soldiers must complete the day of duty between the two holiday periods. 6. Para 2-3 How many vacation soldiers can move forward at the beginning of the fiscal year? A: No more than 60.7. Para 2-3 What if I take more than 60 days off on
October 1? A: The Soldier will lose for more than 60 days. 8. Para 2-4 What is the maximum vacation money you can pay soldiers throughout their careers? A: Payment of cumulative leave is limited to 60 days once during a military career. 9. What are the intentions of the Para 3-1 special holiday? A: The intention of special leave outbreaks is to provide relief to soldiers who go
through long deployments or do not allow vacations during periods of hostility.10. Para 3-2 Who was approved in the event of a special vacation? A: Pay soldiers who have served in hostile fires or areas of imminent danger for at least 120 days.11. Para 3-2 Are there other soldiers who can be added to a special vacation? (1) Long-time deployment. (2) Deployed to meet
emergency operations. (3) Distribution to enforce national policies. (4) Distribution prevented you from using your vacation until the end of FY.12. Para 3-3 Special Leave gives soldiers permission to move forward after October 1? A: Up to 90 days of vacation at the end of FY.13. Para 3-3 When should I use special holiday deductions? A: It must be used before the end of the third
fiscal year. 14. Can the Para 4-1 Soldier leave for a week and then leave again next week without a mandatory date? A: No. There must be a day of duty between two separate holiday forms.15. Para 4-5 What soldiers are authorized to take luxury vacations? A: (1) Barracks with emergencies. (2) Soldiers with urgent personal or fraudulent problems. (3) Sign up or move pcs. (4)
Pregnant soldiers who want to leave home.16. What is the maximum luxury vacation amount that a Para 4-5 Commander can approve? A: Up to 30 days of vacation.17. What does Para 4-7 EML represent? A: Environmental fraud leave.18. What types of locations can Para 4-7 Integration Commanders develop EML? A: (1) Very difficult living conditions. (2) Especially unhealthy
conditions. (3) Excessive physical difficulties in dangerous conditions affecting climate, altitude or life, physical well-being or mental health.19. Who is Para 4-7 EML approved for? A: Soldiers and their dependents.20. What are the two types of Para 4-9 EML? A: Funds and non-funding.21 What does Para 4-17 COT mean? A: Oversee the tour in a row.22. What is Para 4-17 COT?
A: Charged leave allowed with army Cross-trip travel and transportation for soldiers and dependents. Para 4-19 How many days can I get permission to re-enter the country? A: A minimum of 30 days and a maximum of 90 days of re-entry leave have been approved.24. What is Para 4-21 Transition Vacation? A: Over-paying leave allowed with service transitions, including
retirement.25. Para 4-23 What is a rest and recovery vacation? A: A rechargeable vacation program that authorizes regular vacation use to help soldiers escape hostile fire and imminent danger areas.26. Para 4-23 Soldier R&amp;amp;A R When are you claiming leave? A: The day after the Soldier arrives at the APOD, the charging holiday ends the day before the Soldier returns
to APOE.27. Para 4-27 What is a pregnancy home vacation? A: Billable leave where the Soldier requested to return home for maternity care or the birth of a child.28. What is a Para 5-3 Recovery Vacation? A: Absence of disloyal from the duties granted to facilitate the return to full duty of the soldier after illness, injury or childbirth.29. How many days of recovery day by Para 5-3
troop commander? A: 30 illnesses, injuries, 42 births.30. Para 5-3 Can I approve a recovery day of 3 or 42 days or more? A: The hospital commander is the sole approval authority for requests exceeding 30 days (or more than 42 days at birth).31. What should Para 5-7 do before approving a recovery leave? A: (1) Accept your doctor's support counsel. (2) Make sure that you
have been given a previous recovery leave while assigned or attached to the hospital. (3) Referral confirmation from the attending physician is required. 32. Para 5-11 What is the maximum time a soldier can get sick in a quarter? A: 72 hours or less.33. What is the Farah 5-27 Regular Pass? A: Short, charged, post-approved absence in a duty place.34. Where does the Para 5-27
Regular Pass start and end? A: By mail, at work location or residence.35. Farah 5-27 What is a 3-day regular pass? A: 2 normal working days and normal working days or holidays.36.  Can para 5-27 regular passes be granted with vacation? A: Yes. 37. Farah 5-27 What is a 4-day special pass? A: Pass with regular working days or holidays of 2 and 2 non-working days.38. What
does Farah 5-32 PTDY symbolize? A: Permitting temporary obligations.39. Why can Para 5-32 PTDY be granted? A: 1. Career Management.2. You may be a witness in jury service or in a state criminal investigation.3. Attend private education.4. To attend meetings of associations, leagues or committees formed by credit unions.5. Participate in other official or semi-official
programs of the Army.6. House hunting.7. Attend a meeting.8. Complete the naturalization process.9. To accompany dependent patients Designated medical facilities.10. Attend specific professional training courses.11. Participate in Scouting activities.12. To participate in sports, recreation or talent events or to provide essential support.40. What is the purpose of para 5-35
conversion PTDY? A: Facilitates the transition to civilian life, home, job hunting, or retirement.41. What is the maximum number of days para 5-38 soldiers can receive for conversion PTDY? A: 20.42 for a specific category. Should Para 6-1 soldiers have a Red Cross message for emergency leave? A: 43. Who are para 6-1 soldiers authorized to take emergency leave for? A:
Immediate family of soldiers and spouses.44. Who is considered a Farah 6-1 immediate family? A: (1) Includes parents, step-parents. (2) Spouse. (3) Children, including stepchildren. (4) Sisters, including sisters. (5) Brothers, including step-brothers. (6) Only living blood relatives. (7) Rocco's parents.45. What are Para 6-1 Rocco parents? A: A person of Rocco's parents is a
soldier or a person who stands on behalf of the parent to the soldier's spouse.46. What does the Para 6-1 Soldier need to do to identify Rocco's parents? A: The Soldier must sign a statement confirming Rocco's parents.47. Para 8-1 What should soldiers who want to vacation or travel outside the U.S. or outside the territory or foreign countries of their current missions do? A: You
must be approved. 48. Para 10-7 How long before a soldier should request a vacation extension? A: 72 hours before vacation expires.49. What forms are used for Para 12-1 vacation requests? A: DA Form 31. 31.
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